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Carcassonne: The Official Board Game &gt; General Discussions &gt; Detailed Topics Questions About How to Move My Abbot is an experienced board game player but recently started playing this online version. In this board game if you draw Abbey tiles, you can remove your Abbot from the previous Monastery (or garden) and place them on new tiles. I
can't figure out the mechanism of how to do it in this online version. I saw a ghostly version of the Abbot but when I tried to click on it to move it to a new tile it ended up going into my inventory and I didn't get any credit for the new Monastery. Can someone explain the mechanics of how to do it? Last edited by dsegel4; Aug 10, 2018 @ 8:41am Note: This is
ONLY for use to report spam, ads, and problematic posts (harassment, fights, or abusive). Topic Author: Maximizing the Use of the Abbot (Carcassonne II) (Read 17337 times) Share Similar Topics General topics info and comments Symbol Abbot The Abbot was originally released by Hans im Glück in 2014. It introduces meeple abbot and garden features.
[1] A park along with The River, The Abbot is considered part of a basic game that can be used as desired. [2] It implements a unique mechanic for the new edition of Carcassonne, deviating in this aspect of the first edition. Introduced in 2014, tiles featuring the garden are available in a new Base Game design that includes The River. Later, they appeared on
the tiles in a major expansion when they were re-released in new artworks, and in Big Box 6 when it was released in 2017. [3] Keep in mind that The Abbot provides new mechanics involving the abbot, but the tiles that influence it are not part of the expansion itself. Garden tiles that have been included in the basic game and in expansion are listed for
information in the tile distribution below. Finally, please note that the abbot (new) in this expansion is not the same as the abbot (old) used in German, Dutch and Belgian Monasteries, and Japanese Buildings. The new abbot is a special meeple for monasteries and gardens while the old abbot is a normal measles placed in special monasteries. Just in case
things aren't confusing enough already. Fill 5 abbots, one in each player's color. [4] Preparation Rules Each player adds their color abbot to their supply. Except for the new rules used with this mini expansion, all of Carcassonne's ground rules remain unchanged. Gameplay Tile Distribution The following tile distribution includes all tiles featuring the garden
that can be found in the Game Base and expansions released to date (11/2020) for the new edition. Basic Game Total Tiles: 8 x1 x1 x1 x1 x1 x1 x1 River I Tiles Total: 1 x1 Inns and Cathedral Total tiles: 2 x1 x1 and Total Tile Builder: 2 x1 x1 Princess and Dragon Tiles Total: 2 x1 x1 Total Tower Tiles: 2 x1 x1 Monastery Total Towers: 2 x1 x1 Monasteries and
Mayors Total tiles: 1 x1 Total Total 2 x1 (King and Robber) x1 (River II) Bridge, Castle and Bazaar Total tiles: 1 x1 Hills &amp; Sheep Total tiles: 1 x1 Under Total Tiles Over Large: 2 x1 x1 Flyers, Total Tiles (Flying Machines): 1 x1 Mage and Total Witch Tiles: 1 x1 Robbers, Total Tiles: 1 x1 Spiel Doch 02/2018 Total tiles: 1 x1 The Peasant Revolts Total tiles:
1 x1 CutCassonne (Cut &amp; Play) Total tiles: 1 x1 The Fortune Teller (Print &amp;amp; Play) Total tiles: 1 x1 For license icons and explanations please visit the Icons page. ↑ It does not count as a monastery in relation to their interaction with other expansions, such as Message 3 (Smallest Monastery) of the Message (Delivery). (10/2018) Christof Tisch
(HiG) Clarification on BGG: This clarification can be personalized to other expansions that provide bonuses affecting monastic monastic buildings but not parks: Hills &amp; Sheep: Vineyards The Wheel of Fortune: The In Sector acquisition of Mini #2 - Message (Delivery): Order 3 (Smallest Monastery) Leipzig Market: Bookbinders quarter bonus The
Watchtowers: bonus for monastery (monastic building) ↑ As stated in the rules of Big Box 6. ↑ Expansions included in the Big Box 6 containing garden tiles are Inns and Cathedrals, Merchants and Builders, The Flier (Flying Machine), Witches and Witches and Robbers. ↑ as far as the Big Box 6 is concerned, the sixth set of (pink) measles is part of the basic
game, not the Inn and Cathedral. The same thing happened in Big Box 6 with the sixth abbot meeple. Before Big Box 6, Base Game included five abbots, with the sixth included with the sixth set of measles at the Inn and Cathedral. ↑ A abbot can be placed into a monastery or temple/cult site, as they are considered monasteries (although bid'sini the latter).
Abbots can engage in challenges between monasteries/monasteries and temple/cult places. The special ability of the abbot will allow him to quit the challenge, even if the monastery/monastery or place of his temple/cult is incomplete, and will print incomplete features (monastery, monastery or temple/cult site). See Abbey and Mayor and Count, King and
Robber for more details. ↑ A abbot can be placed to other features considered monasteries: German monasteries, Dutch monasteries &amp;amp; Belgium, Japanese buildings and the Darmstadt church. The same rules mentioned in the previous record will apply. See German Monasteries / Japanese Buildings, Monasteries in the Netherlands &amp;amp;
Belgium, and Darmstadt Promo for more details. ↑ The abbot is considered a meeple, but he has limitations as described in this sentence. Therefore the abbot can use the magic portal and can be used as a flyer. However, the abbot can only end up in a monastery or unfinished garden, and the monastery or garden should not be claimed if using a portal
(3/2015) ↑ In contrast to previous clarifications from 3/2015, the Order of Play included in Big Box 6 removes the abbot from the list of figures can be a flyer. This omission was caused by an error by HiG, as confirmed by one of the German proofreaders (Kettlefish) in this post from 5/2018 at Carcassonne Central: The same omissions still exist in rules
translated into other languages. (01/2019) ↑ The abbot cannot be placed in the tower. See The Tower for more information. ↑ You don't put meeple because you've decided not to, or you don't have leftovers in your inventory. ↑ The words of the ZMG rule talk about players deciding not to put meeple. This could be misleading. It can be interpreted as if a player
needs at least one meeple in their supply to decide not to put it. This is not the intent in the original rule by HiG. ↑ The actual rule C II refers to not placing meeple, but they also refer to special numbers that are not considered measles such as builders, pigs or warehouses, as can be intended according to the classification of numbers provided in the Big Box 6
and make it extensive for all expansions. Therefore this provision actually refers to not doing the other 2. Put meeple action at all but this is not stated explicitly. In other words, publishers keep the rules as simple as possible nowadays when not all new edition expansions have been released. (12/2014, updated 3/2015, updated 9/2018) ↑ This score occurred
immediately for 2. Put a meeple phase when the abbot is removed. This effectively protects the abbot from dragons and generates a round of judgment for the Message. After that, a normal assessment phase occurs. (3/2015) ↑ You can only print abbots placed in a monastery or garden before this feature is completely surrounded by tiles. In this case, you
always print the abbot (on the feature), never the feature itself. (11/2020) ↑ Abbots was placed as abbots in special monasteries (German monasteries, Dutch monasteries &amp; Belgian or Japanese buildings) can also be removed according to the interpretation of the rules. Abbot's rules contain no restrictions to prevent players from doing so. Formal
clarification will be required. ↑ If playing with The Flier (Flying Machines), some measles may occupy the same feature. As a consequence, some abbots can occupy monasteries or gardens. If so, each abbot can be removed and printed separately before the feature is completed. This means that the monastery or garden can be partially printed several times
before completion. When scoring during or after a game, a monastery or park with some measles will account for the majority of those features. Disclosure: GeekDad received a review copy of this title. Making purchases through affiliate links helps support us financially. Receive Carcassonne was one of the titles that drew me to the table game about a
decade ago. Sure, I always loved the game as a kid and I played a variety of board and card games, but it was Carcassonne who really hooked me up. This is the game that took me to BoardGameGeek, the big rabbit hole that I still explore today. While it's not one that touches the table often these days, I've always had a virtual game or two carcassonne on
my iPhone— the app is still, in my opinion, the gold standard for board game apps, and worth the price. There's a new version of the basic game now— although the box just says Carcassonne, there are some differences: most obviously it's a new work of art for tiles, although the gameplay is mostly the same. The main difference in gameplay is abbot mini
expansion, which is only available as part of this basic set, so if you already have Carcassonne, you have to decide if it's worth replacing your old set. At a glance: Carcassonne is a tile laying game for 2 to 5 players, ages 7 and up, and takes about 35 minutes to play. It retails for $34.99. The age rating is pretty good —I know some kids start playing at 6 or 7,
but it's also good for adults. All components look familiar, with a few tweaks and a new Abbot meeple. Photo: Jonathan H. Liu Components: 72 Ground tiles 12 River plots 1 scoreboard 40 meeples (8 in five colors each) 5 Abbot meeples (in 5 colors) OK, so measles I mean technically called followers, and you won't find the word reads anywhere in the rules.
However, these little wooden people have long been called measles by the boardgaming community, so I cling to that term. The Abbot looks like a chess bishop, with a robe and a high hat. The initial tiles (like the River) have dark tile backs, and ordinary ground tiles have light tile backs. Photo: Jonathan H. Liu The tiles are 1.75 square, and punching out very
cleanly. The back still uses the same design as before so the set is compatible with any existing Carcassonne sets you may already have. However, the artwork at the front of the tile has been renovated. It still looks similar, but the walls now have blue roofed towers instead of red, and some tiles have colorful flower gardens in the fields. In addition, there are
subtle differences in the artwork but it still fits the original set quite well. The river is a great alternative to single scratch tiles. Photo: Jonathan H. Liu How to play You can download a copy of the rule book as a PDF here. Since Carcassonne is not a new game, I will give you a very short overview here without going into too much detail. The goal is to score the
most points at the end of the game, when the tiles run out. Each player takes all their measles and puts one on the scoreboard. The original tile is set in the center of the table (or river source if you use the included River expansion). In your turn, you tile it and place it anywhere so it matches the edges of anything that touches it. Then you can place one of your
measles on that tile — measles can be placed on the street, in towns or monasteries (formerly known as cloisters), or in fields, fields, only if no one already occupies that feature. Then, if any features are completed, those features score points and the measles on those features is returned to the owner. Farmers (measles placed in the fields) only score at the
end of the game, and award points based on the number of finished cities that their fields touch. Other features get a partial if incomplete score at the end of the game. The tile in the middle shows the recently completed flower garden, so the Abbot has been removed. Photo: Jonathan H. Liu A new feature included in this basic set is Abbot. Each player has
one Abbot meeple. Some tiles now have small flower gardens in the fields. The Abbot can be placed in a monastery or in a flower garden when you play that tile (instead of placing the meeple as usual). The flower garden scores the same as a monastery—when surrounded by 8 tiles, you score 9 points and remove the Abbot. However, there is an added
ability: in the next turn, if you do not play the meeple in your turn, you can optionally take back your Abbot and get a partial score in the monastery or flower garden immediately. One other note: In the older rules, I believe that the farm does not extend around the source of the River, but I do not see that rule here. It's a minor rule change, removing a rule that is
often forgotten, but veteran players should note that it makes getting agriculture at the source of the river a little more profitable. And now, musical letter: Verdict If you've never played Carcassonne, I highly recommend it. This is one of my favorite games —and it says something, because I have a hard time picking any favorite. It's simple enough to teach
children, and there is elegance to the fact that there are so few rules (at least in basic games). But don't be fooled: there's still a lot of strategic depth to the game. It can be a relaxing and light map building game, or it can really throat as you battle over who gets the farm. I first met Carcassonne almost a decade ago, and I still love playing it now. This new
edition can make a great game for your friends who just got into board games now and don't have all the essentials yet. One of my favorite things about Carcassonne is to look at the map at the end of the game and see all the crazy shaped cities, roads everywhere, clusters of cloisters, and so on. The end of our three-player game. Photo: Jonathan H. Liu If
you already have Carcassonne, I'm not sure that you really need to rush out and buy this one. The Abbot is a fun twist, but I'm not sure that it's enough of a game changer that it's good to buy a new set. I that publisher Hans im Gluck (Z-Man is a US distributor) has taken some heat from existing fans as it continues to release a new basic set with features that
cannot be purchased separately. Since there are only 8 tiles with a flower garden on it, the Abbot can easily as one of Carcassonne's mini expansions. I guess time will tell if it will be repackaged at a later date. The Carcassonne New Edition is available now; search your local gaming store, or buy from Amazon or directly from Z-Man Games. Love? Take a
minute to support GeekDad and GeekMom in Patreon! Patreon, what's going on?
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